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Multi-timescale Parametric Electrical Battery Model
for Use in Dynamic Electric Vehicle Simulations
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Abstract— Simulation of electric vehicles (EVs) over driving
schedules within a fully dynamic EV simulator requires battery
models capable of accurately and quickly predicting state of
charge (SOC), I–V characteristics, and dynamic behavior of
various battery types. An electric battery model utilizing multiple
time constants, to address ranges of seconds, minutes, and hours,
is developed. The model parameters include open-circuit voltage,
series resistance, and equivalent RC circuits, with nonlinear
dependence on battery SOC. The SOC captures effects from
discharge and charge rate, temperature, and battery cycling.
Thermal modeling predicting real-time battery temperature is
introduced. One focus of this paper is presenting a systematic and
generic methodology for parameter extraction as well as obtain-
ing SOC factors through reasonable test work when evaluating
any given lithium-ion (Li-ion), nickel-metal hydride, or lead-acid
battery cell. In particular, data sets for a Panasonic CGR18650
Li-ion battery cell are tabulated for direct use. The Li-ion battery
model is programmed into a MATLAB/Simulink environment
and used as a power source within an existing comprehensive
dynamic vehicle simulator. Validation of the Simulink model
is through a battery testing apparatus with a hardware-in-the-
loop driving schedule that cycles real batteries. Results from
simulations and measurements of Li-ion battery packs show
that the proposed battery model behaves well and interacts
appropriately with other subcomponents of the vehicle simulator.

Index Terms— Battery modeling, electric vehicles (EVs), energy
storage, lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery, vehicle dynamic simulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS TRANSPORTATION electrification enters daily life,
an accurate dynamic system simulator for electric vehi-

cles (EVs) is a key tool for design and development. Some
simulators, such as [1], are based on static maps that reflect
steady-state behavior of vehicle subsystems. A dynamic sim-
ulator [2]–[3] offers a more detailed look, based on dynamic
equations of each subcomponent including the engine, bat-
teries, inverter, motor, transmission, and other parts, down
to time scales as fast as microseconds. Often, component
models from static simulators and dynamic simulators are not
interchangeable because of incompatible time scales. However,
a battery model does not require switch-level features as for
power electronics. There is the potential for a suitable battery
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model to capture necessary dynamic details while supporting
long-term drive-cycle simulations. This model must accu-
rately represent the terminal voltage, state of charge (SOC),
and power losses of several battery types, without excessive
simulation times.

In the search for a battery model that supports dynamic
analysis sufficient for drive cycle evaluation while avoiding
ultrafast details, electrochemical, mathematical, and electrical
models of lithium-ion (Li-ion), nickel-metal hydride (NiMH),
and lead-acid battery cells have been reviewed. Electrochem-
ical models [4]–[7] are typically computationally challenging
owing to a system of coupled time-varying partial differential
equations. Such models are best suited for optimization of
the physical and material design aspects of internal electrodes
and electrolyte [4]. Although battery current and voltage
are related to microscopic behavior within each battery cell
(e.g., reactant distributions), parameters for electrochemical
models are not provided by manufacturers and require exten-
sive investigation [4], [8]. Mathematical models [9], [10] that
use stochastic approaches or empirical equations can predict
runtime, efficiency, and capacity. However, these models are
reported to be inaccurate (5%–20% error) and provide no
direct relationship between model parameters and I–V char-
acteristics of batteries. As a result, they have limited value in
circuit simulation [8].

Electrical models [8], [11]–[17] are intuitive for use in
circuit simulations, and can be adapted to comprehensive
system-level dynamic models. They often emphasize Thevenin
equivalents and impedances. Thevenin models [11]–[13]
assume the open-circuit voltage to be constant and use a series
resistor and RC parallel networks to track battery response
to transient loads [8]. An increase in the number of parallel
RC networks can enhance the accuracy of the predicted
dynamic battery response. However, coupling of SOC and
time constants with cycle number and temperature leads to
relatively high prediction errors for estimating runtime and
SOC. Impedance-based models, similar to Thevenin models,
are accurate only for a given SOC and temperature set point;
hence, their accuracy when predicting dynamic response and
battery runtime is limited [14]. Impedance spectroscopy can
be used to fit a complicated equivalent network to measured
impedance spectra in order to validate time constants to
be employed in Thevenin models. Runtime-based electrical
models use continuous or discrete-time implementations to
simulate battery runtime and dc voltage in SPICE-compatible
simulations for constant current discharges. Inaccuracy
increases as load currents vary [15]. Combinations of these
circuit models, in particular Thevenin and runtime models,
can take advantage of the positive attributes of
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each [8], [16], [17] to achieve accurate SOC prediction,
transient response, runtime, and temperature effects. The
work presented in this paper seeks such a combination but
employs relatively straightforward time-domain tests in place
of impedance spectroscopy.

Previous work on MATLAB/Simulink battery models that
use electrical approaches [2], [3] was intended for vehicles
with lead-acid battery packs. In this paper, a general-purpose
three-time-constant dynamic electric battery model, suitable
for Li-ion, NiMH, and lead-acid batteries, is developed for
use within a dynamic EV simulator. The model is fast enough
for drive-cycle-based system-level drivetrain simulation.
One focus of this paper is presenting comprehensive time-
domain experimental procedures to extract multitime scale
parameters for the model. In particular, data sets for a
Panasonic CGR18650 Li-ion battery cell are tabulated for
direct use. This paper builds on [18] and [19]. The early
paper [18] has been cited not only for transportation elec-
trification applications [20]–[23], including review papers
[24] and [25], but also for extended fields that include utility
applications and stationery energy storage systems [26], [27].
This paper enhances [18] and [19] in the following aspects:
1) refined battery modeling equations for improved accu-
racy; 2) increased simulation speed by referencing frequency
domain; 3) addition of thermal domain modeling to predict
real-time battery temperature; 4) detailed model parameter
extraction methodology; 5) improved data-fitting equations
to eliminate stability limitations; 6) corrected discharge and
charge rate factors; 7) addition of temperature factors based
on experimental data; 8) inclusion of battery cycle factors; and
9) comprehensive experimental validation of the models and
simulator at several levels.

II. MODEL

A. Prior Work and Initial Model Development

The model in [8] is capable of predicting runtime and I–V
performance for portable electronics, but it is not accurate
for transient response to short-duration loads (1 s and faster).
As a result, it does not accurately predict SOC over a complete
drive cycle. Fast time constants of Li-ion batteries have been
presented in [13], [16], and [17] and are necessary to determine
the losses within a battery pack during vehicle drive cycles.
Accurate determination of SOC, which is a function of the
discharge or charge rate i(t), temperature T (t), and cycle
number ncycle [16], must also include a rate factor f1[i(t)].
The rate factor accounts for a decrease in capacity due to
unwanted side reactions [8], [28] as the current increases. This
determination of SOC is governed by functions of current,
temperature, and cycle count in the form

SOC(t) = SOCinitial −
∫ t

0
f1[i(t)]· f2[T (t)] · f3[ncycle]

· i(t) · 1

ζ
dt −

∫ t

0
iself-discharge · 1

ζ
dt

≈ SOCinitial −
∫ t

0
f1[i(t)] · f2[T (t)] · f3[ncycle]

· i(t) · 1

ζ
dt . (1)

Fig. 1. SOC model based on (1).

In the equation, an initial SOC value should be defined prior
to simulation. In this paper, a positive i(t) defines a discharge
current, and a negative value represents a charge current.
Methods to obtain f1[i(t)], f2[T (t)], and f3[ncycle] and their
relevant data will be discussed in Section III. A separate self-
discharge current term is also included; however, it is not
an emphasis in this paper, since the model is intended for
system simulations over one or a few drive cycles, hence
the approximation shown in (1). There must also be a nor-
malization constant ζ , to normalize (1) to battery capacity,
representing SOC between 0 and 100%. The factor ζ is defined
to be the battery capacity expressed in A · s (equivalent to
coulomb but not used here to avoid confusion with the battery
capacity rating C). For example, for a 2200-mAh battery
cell, the C rating is 2.2 A and ζ = 2.2 Ah × 3600 s/h =
7920 A · s. Equation (1) for SOC can be modeled as in Fig. 1.
Here Ibattery is an adjusted battery load (i(t) · f1 · f2 · f3),
modeled as a current source, while Rself-discharge is in parallel
with the capacitance Cbattery and represents normalized self-
discharge [16].

B. Proposed Model

The proposed model for predicting terminal voltage and
power losses of Li-ion, NiMH, and lead-acid batteries is shown
in Fig. 2. Built upon Randles’ equivalent circuit [29], [30],
the model utilizes a multiple-time-constant approach (τsec,
τmin, τhour) for modeling the transient behavior of the ter-
minal voltage. The transient voltage changes are caused by a
battery cell’s various internal chemical processes that occur
on different time scales. The targets here are in the range of
seconds, minutes, and hours [31], [32], consistent with both
the needs of EV drive cycle dynamics and experimental results
discussed later. Here each parameter is a function of SOC [8],
temperature, and battery age [32]. These parameters can be
obtained through a series of tests, as will be discussed in
Section III. Similar procedures apply if additional time scales
are necessary.

The second-, minute-, and hour-based resistors and capac-
itors predict battery cell dynamics in the corresponding time
frames. The designations are somewhat arbitrary (they could
be fast, medium, and slow), but typically the actual data are
consistent with scales of a few seconds, a few minutes, and
several hours. The battery terminal voltage is then calculated as

Vt = Voc − i ·
(

Rseries + Rsec|| 1

sCsec
+ Rmin|| 1

sCmin

+Rhour|| 1

sChour

)
. (2)
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Fig. 2. Three-time-constant approach model for battery terminal voltage and losses.

TABLE I

ONE EXAMPLE SET OF PARAMETERS USED IN (3)

Note that the equation is presented in Laplace domain with
operator s versus time domain as in [18]. Laplace domain
representation helps yield fast simulation without requir-
ing solution of exponential and logarithmic equations of
RC circuits in time domain.

Calculated T (t) values are required to configure f2[T (t)], as
will be documented in Section III. The temperature changes
because of self-heating, and must be solved dynamically so
that it couples to the computation of the SOC and subsequently
the open-circuit voltage, R, and C parameters from (2).
A heat transfer equation utilizing resistive heating and heat
exchange [33] is described by

mc
dT (t)

dt
= i2(t)Rseries + V 2

sec(t)

Rsec
+ V 2

min(t)

Rmin
+ V 2

hour(t)

Rhour
− hc A[T (t) − Ta]. (3)

Mass m, external surface area A, and specific heat c are
readily measured for a battery cell. Ambient temperature Ta

and heat transfer coefficient hc depend on application details
and thermal management designs. A sample set of these values
is provided in Table I, from testing of a reference Li-ion battery
cell. Equation (3) ignores phase changes, changes in specific
heat, and external resistive losses in battery connections. The
full vehicle model [2], [3] includes these additional electrical
losses.

III. PARAMETER ACQUISITION AND DATA

The circuit model parameters of (1) and (2) are found
through a series of experiments using apparatus that consists of
data loggers, electronic loads, power supplies, oscilloscopes,
and various probes. It is convenient, but not essential, that
each instrument can be controlled via LabVIEW, to program
test sequences and analyze data. Panasonic CGR18650, 3.7 V,
2200-mAh cylindrical Li-ion batteries are used here as an
example to illustrate the parameter acquisition methodologies.
This particular battery is popular in available EV applica-
tions [34]. Tests are split among multiple packs of battery cells
to decrease the effects of cycling during ongoing testing, which
includes multiple 100% depth of charging and discharging
current profiles. In this paper, 0% SOC is associated with an

Fig. 3. Terminal voltage (Ch. M) response of discharge current pulse (Ch. 2)
test.

open-circuit voltage of 3.00 V per cell while 100% SOC is
associated with an open-circuit voltage of 4.15 V per cell.

A. Determination of Resistor, Capacitor, and Voltage Values
at the Three Time Scales

Data for the series resistance Rseries and resistive and capac-
itive components of the battery model seconds time constant
Rsec and Csec are found at various SOC levels via a brief but
significant current pulse, recommended to last approximately
1–2 s at C/2. A significant current pulse is chosen such that
the voltage response can be easily observed even if only one
or a few series connected battery cells are under test. The
same current is also suitable for lead-acid batteries; however,
a value on the order of 2C would be more appropriate for
power-optimized NiMH cells. Figs. 3 and 4 are oscilloscope
traces of three series-connected Li-ion cells showing termi-
nal voltage responses at 100% SOC due to discharge and
charge current, respectively. Note that Ch. M, which is the
terminal voltage less a dc offset value, is zoomed-in view to
emphasize fast exponential changes. The immediate voltage
jump shown after the current drops to zero in Fig. 3 reflects
the discharging series resistance value Rseries. The exponential
voltage rise provides the necessary data for the discharging
seconds time constant τsec, and the steady-state asymptote
yields resistance Rsec. Capacitance Csec is then found via

Csec = τsec

Rsec
. (4)

Figs. 3 and 4 correspond to values of τsec = 0.4 s and
Csec = 0.756 F for discharge and τsec = 0.328 s and
Csec = 0.719 F for charge, for example. The Rsec and Csec
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Fig. 4. Terminal voltage (Ch. M) response of charge current pulse (Ch. 2)
test.

Fig. 5. Terminal voltage response of discharge current test for minutes time
constants.

values are measured and calculated at 5% intervals across
100%–0% of the battery SOC. Since the discharging current
pulse at 100% SOC and the charging current pulse at 0% SOC
are short and result in minimal change in SOC, the seconds
time-constant circuit parameters can be measured at any
SOC level. However, the minutes and hours time constants
cannot be obtained at the high and low ends of the SOC
spectrum because, for example, it is not possible to measure
the minutes time constants by discharging a battery from 105%
to 100% SOC or charging a battery from −5% to 0% SOC.

To find the effects of a time constant in the minutes range,
an approximate C/2 discharge and charge current profile is
imposed on the battery for 6 min, and then the voltage
response is recorded for 15 min after the current steps to zero.
The test period for the minutes time constant must be long
enough to capture the full exponential effect of τmin while
minimizing battery terminal voltage changes due to τhour.
Figs. 5 and 6 are plots of the measured terminal voltage
response at 50% SOC due to the discharging and charging
current profiles, respectively. The minutes time constant τmin
as well as the discharging and charging parameters Rmin and
Cmin can be found from the exponential voltage change and
steady-state value. This process is similar to configuration
of the seconds parameters described before. Note that both
Figs. 5 and 6 include a series-equivalent resistance component,

Fig. 6. Terminal voltage response of charge current test for minutes time
constants.

Fig. 7. Terminal voltage response of discharge current test for hours time
constants.

indicated by the immediate voltage jump, which is the sum of
previously found Rseries and Rsec. The data in Figs. 5 and 6, for
example, correspond to τmin = 63.9 s and Cmin = 1639.7 F for
discharge and τmin = 89.9 s and Cmin = 1787.6 F for charge.
The τsec value is so much faster that no dynamic correction is
required.

A constant C/10 charge or discharge current imposed
for 5 h, followed by measurement of the battery voltage for
5–10 h after removal of the current, can be used to measure
the hours time constant. A small current must be used here
so that the voltage response lasts long enough to capture at
least three time constants, usually for a few hours, at several
SOC values. The values Rhour and Chour are measured from
initial conditions of 0%, 25%, and 50% SOC for three separate
charging tests, and 50%, 75%, and 100% SOC for another
three discharging tests. Figs. 7 and 8 show the measured
data necessary for calculating the hours time constants at
50% and 100% SOC, respectively, using a current discharge
profile from 100% to 50% SOC and a current charge profile
from 50% to 100% SOC. In Figs. 7 and 8, the first 5-h records
constant current discharging or charging, and the current is
turned off afterward for exponential recovery to identify τhour.
Unlike the calculation of seconds or minutes constants, the
exponential functions in Figs. 7 and 8 cannot be used directly
to calculate Rhour and Chour because a correction for τmin must
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Fig. 8. Terminal voltage response of charge current test for hours time
constants.

Fig. 9. Zoomed-in view of the terminal voltage (Ch. M) response of discharge
current pulse (Ch. 2) at 1 ms scale.

be included according to

Vhour = Vmeasured ± i(t) ·
[
Rseries + Rsec + Rmin

(
1 − e

−t
τmin

)]
.

(5)

The remaining Vhour is used to extract Rhour, Chour, and τhour
similar to the seconds and minutes tests.

In a vehicle, the battery pack interfaces with power com-
ponents through system power electronics. Time scales faster
than τsec must be checked for any effect on high-frequency
switching dynamics. To accomplish this, the region where the
battery voltage jumps in Fig. 3 is a zoomed-in view at a scale
of 1 ms/div, as shown in Fig. 9. A voltage jump, caused by
Rseries in the battery model, is observed, and it does not show
evidence of exponential behavior on this scale. Hence, time
scales much faster than τsec are not beneficial to the purposes
of this model.

The open-circuit voltage Voc versus SOC at room temper-
ature is tested and averaged for five Panasonic CGR18650
batteries using a constant current discharge profile. An Agilent
data acquisition unit controlled via LabVIEW measures and
stores the data for time, current into the battery pack, and
terminal voltage of each battery cell during the open-circuit
test.

Fig. 10. Modified and original [18] curve fitting for Rmin.

Fig. 11. Modified fitting curve for Rsec.

Using a dataset of Voc, Rseries, Rsec, Csec, Rmin, Cmin,
Rhour, and Chour with SOC as the independent variable,
model simulations may use either interpolated values
between the measured points (i.e., lookup tables) or best-fit
mathematical functions. Best-fit functions are not limited to
one particular method, and curve-fitting is not a focus of this
paper. However, to present the measured data obtained from
Panasonic CGR18650 batteries for direct use, this paper mod-
ifies a curve-fitting method from [18] in which V , R, and C
values were fit into sixth-order polynomial functions of SOC.
In the method of [18], some polynomial curves could become
negative outside the intended range, which creates instability
in a system simulation (Fig. 10). To remedy this here, a
logarithmic-polynomial interpolation equation

ln(V , R, C) = a0 + a1 ln(SOC) + · · · + a6 ln6(SOC)

=
6∑

k=0

ak lnk(SOC) (6)

or

V , R, C = exp

[
6∑

k=0

ak lnk(SOC)

]
(7)

is employed based on the measured data points. One fitting
curve is plotted in Fig. 10 to compare with the original
curve from [18]. The new method produces more accurate
V , C , and R values and models the battery more robustly.
The coefficients of (6) and (7) are listed in Table II. The
labels (D) and (C) indicate coefficients for discharging and
charging conditions, respectively. Figs. 11 and 12 demonstrate
fitting curves for measured Rsec and Voc values.

B. Determination of Charge Rate, Discharge Rate,
Temperature, and Cycle Factors

Multiple constant current discharge and charge profiles are
required to find the discharge and charge rate function f1[i(t)].
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TABLE II

COEFFICIENTS FOR FUNCTIONS USED IN (6) AND FIG. 2

Fig. 12. Modified fitting curve for open-circuit voltage Voc.

Fig. 13. Terminal voltage under various discharge constant currents.

Fig. 13 plots the measured Panasonic CGR18650 battery ter-
minal voltage as a function of SOC under C/25, C/5, C/2, and
C constant discharge currents. The measured discharge voltage
in Fig. 13 is defined as Vmeasured. The discharge rate factor

TABLE III

f1 AND i RELATIONSHIP FOR THE DISCHARGING STATE

Fig. 14. Open-circuit voltage under various temperatures, based on 0% SOC
linked to 25 °C.

requires the computation of a calculated voltage Vcalculated

Vcalculated = Voc ± i(t)

·
[

Rseries + Rsec

(
1 − e

−t
τsec

)
+ Rmin

(
1 − e

−t
τmin

)

+Rhour(1 − e
−t

τhour )
]

(8)

so that the discharge rate factor f1[i(t)] can then be found
according to

f1[i(t)] = SOC|V _calculated=3.0 V

SOC|V _measured=3.0 V
. (9)
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Fig. 15. High-level MATLAB/Simulink block diagram of the HEV simulator [2], [3].

TABLE IV

f1 AND i RELATIONSHIP FOR THE CHARGING STATE

That is, the discharge rate factor is the ratio between the SOC
when Vcalculated crosses the lower voltage threshold (3.0 V) and
the SOC when Vmeasured crosses the lower voltage threshold.
A low reference discharge current must be selected as a base.
In this paper, C/25 is used. Table III presents discharge rate
factors for C/25, C/5, C/2, and C. The charge rate factors
can be obtained in a similar fashion, as shown in Table IV,
except that the ratio is calculated when voltages cross the
upper voltage threshold (4.15 V).

Trials of Li-ion battery open-circuit voltage at temperatures
of 5 °C–55 °C taken at 10 °C intervals are shown in Fig. 14.
Measurement at room temperature, approximately 25 °C, is
treated as the reference. This can lead to a negative SOC at
low charge and elevated temperature, as shown in Fig. 14.
This is not a fundamental problem, since SOC is defined
relative to a specific range, but many users may prefer to
use a different normalization to maintain positive SOC for
all allowed operating conditions. Temperatures above and
below room temperature were controlled in an oven or a
refrigerator with a maximum ±1 °C error. The temperature
factor f2[T (t)] can be obtained by taking the average of the
ratios between each voltage value on the 25 °C curve and
the corresponding voltage values on other temperature curves,
equivalently described by

f2[T (t)] = 1

k

k∑
m=1

Voc_m |25 °C

Voc_m |other temperature
(10)

where k denotes the total number of measured points
from each temperature test. Table V displays the

TABLE V

f2 AND TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP

TABLE VI

f3 AND CYCLE NUMBER RELATIONSHIP

calculated f2[T (t)] results. This open-circuit test is conducted
by imposing a discharge current at C/25 with a duty ratio
of 50% and a period of one minute. The objective is to avoid
battery cell temperature variation due to self-heating.

Battery capacity generally reduces with cycling. For some
Li-ion batteries, this relationship is nearly linear and can be
found with explicit measurements given in a manufacturer’s
datasheet [35]. The cycle number is defined as the number
of cumulative 100% SOC depletions from a battery cell’s
initial usage. For example, if a full battery cell is discharged
to 60% SOC, recharged to full, and then down to 40% SOC,
and back to full again, the combination would count as
one cycle. Table VI presents the cycle number factor for
the Panasonic CGR18650 battery. The factor is calculated
based on the ratio between used battery capacity and new
battery capacity indicated on the datasheet. This completes
the parameters needed in (1).

IV. MODEL VALIDATION AND RESULTS

Two methods have been utilized to validate the accuracy
of the battery model. The first method recreates a standard
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Fig. 16. (a) Current profile. (b) SOC response. (c) Open-circuit voltage
response.

Fig. 17. Simulated and measured terminal voltage responses across the drive
cycle.

city/highway driving schedule via a current profile, where
comparisons between the stand-alone battery simulator and
an individual Li-ion battery cell are explored. Hardware-
in-the-loop testing for the second method ensures that the
battery model behaves correctly within an existing hybrid

Fig. 18. Simulated and measured terminal voltage responses across the drive
cycle for different scenarios. (a) Low initial SOC and reversed current cycle.
(b) Ambient temperature at 55 °C. (c) Degraded cell after 200 cycles.

EV (HEV) simulator [2], [3]. Tests have been performed in
MATLAB/Simulink. Fig. 15 depicts the subcomponents of
the vehicle simulator, including the battery storage model,
as well as the flow of variables between each subcompo-
nent. A detailed discussion of the simulator is provided
in [2] and [3].
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Fig. 19. Simulated and measured battery current responses across FUDS.

Results of verification of the Simulink model against
the actual response of tested Li-ion batteries are shown in
Figs. 16 and 17. Fig. 16(a) depicts the simulator battery current
profile following a city/highway driving schedule. The battery
SOC and open-circuit voltage are shown in Fig. 16(b) and (c),
respectively. Fig. 17 depicts the simulated battery terminal
voltage and measured terminal voltage fluctuations when both
the model and batteries are put through the drive cycle. This
test utilizes a fully charged new battery cell at room temper-
ature. After this 38-min driving schedule, the error between
the actual and simulated terminal voltages is 0.199%. This
correlates with SOC deviation not exceeding 1%. Discrepan-
cies between the simulated and measured terminal voltages
are found mostly near the peaks and valleys of the voltage
during charging periods. This is most likely because the
test system sample rate is about 1 Hz, while the simulated
driving schedule has faster current charging peaks and valleys.
To further validate the model’s accuracy and robustness,
additional selected simulation and experiments are conducted
in the following situations.

1) The battery cell starts at 25% SOC and receives a
reversed current profile as in Fig. 16(a).

2) Ambient temperature is held at 55 °C.
3) A degraded battery cell of the same type after approxi-

mately 200 cycles is used.

Fig. 18(a)–(c) shows the results of the three scenarios, respec-
tively. Again the error between the measured and simulated
terminal voltages is small, not exceeding 1%.

Given the individual cell validation, the Simulink Li-ion
battery model, along with the measured model circuit parame-
ters shown previously, is used to simulate a complete battery
pack in a drive schedule in the tool described in [3]. The
pack uses programmable series and parallel configurations,
such as 99S60P here (99 cells in series and 60 in parallel),
giving a nominal 366.3 V and 129 Ah. Figs. 19–21 display
the simulated and measured individual Li-ion battery’s current,
terminal voltage, and output power from a window of the
22-min Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS), as shown
in Fig. 22, via hardware-in-the-loop tests. The FUDS drive
cycle is chosen because it contains wide speed variations and
therefore tests the battery model’s ability over an extensive
range. The proposed battery model successfully represents
Li-ion batteries within an EV throughout this driving schedule.

Fig. 20. Simulated and measured terminal voltage responses across FUDS.

Fig. 21. Simulated and measured battery powers across FUDS.

Fig. 22. 22-min FUDS.

Data extracted from the results provide insight into the effects
of various driving behaviors and short-term transients on
losses within a battery pack. The Simulink model is able
to analyze the efficiency of the battery pack during various
driving schedules.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed multiple-time-constant battery model, using
charge and discharge rates, temperature, and cycling fac-
tors, accurately represents Li-ion battery cell and pack
behavior within a dynamic EV simulator across a com-
plete drive cycle. Methods are presented to extract exper-
imental parameters from basic bench tests. Examples
that characterize Panasonic CGR18650 Li-ion cells exem-
plify methodology to test other Li-ion and NiMH or
lead-acid batteries. MATLAB/Simulink models of battery
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cell response to simulating driving schedules have been
verified using a hardware-in-the-loop dynamic battery testing
apparatus. The simulated SOC, terminal voltage, and output
power response to city/highway driving schedules tracks the
measured responses. The battery model with parameters as
discussed supports extensive tests to estimate efficiency and
losses within a battery pack during various driving schedules
and vehicle dynamic operation strategies.
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